Build Your Assortment With Adult And Kid’s Companion Styles
Get your staple adult styles in baby, toddler, and youth. All made with our softest Airlume combed and ring-spun cotton.
Bella + Canvas Kids

Airlume Jersey Collection

Jersey Short Sleeve Tee

3001 SIZES: XS - 5XL (X5L available in limited colors)

3001Y SIZES: YS - YXL
Bella+Canvas Kids

Airlume Jersey Collection

Jersey Short Sleeve Tee Continued

3001T SIZES: 2T - 5T

3001B SIZES: 3MO - 24MO
Bella+Canvas Kids

Airlume Jersey Collection

Jersey Short Sleeve V-Neck Tee

3005 SIZES: XS - 3XL

3005Y SIZES: YS - YL
BELLA+CANVAS Kids
Airlume Jersey Collection

Airlume Jersey Tank Tops

3480 SIZES: XS - 2XL

3480Y SIZES: YS - YL

6008 SIZES: S - 2XL
Bella+Canvas Kids
Airlume Jersey Collection

3/4 Sleeve Baseball Tee

3200 Sizes: XS - 2XL
3200Y Sizes: YS - YL
3200T Sizes: 2T - 5T
HEATHER CVC COLLECTION

Our softest Airlume combed and ring-spun cotton in Heather CVC colors!
HEATHER CVC COLLECTION

HEATHER CVC SHORT SLEEVE TEE

3001 SIZES: XS - 5XL (X5L available in limited colors)

3001Y SIZES: YS - YXL
TRIBLEND COLLECTION

Our super-soft triblend tees are a perfect match for kid’s super-soft skin.
BELLA+CANVAS® Kids
TRIBLEND COLLECTION
TRIBLEND SHORT SLEEVE TEE

3413 SIZES: XS - 5XL (X5L available in limited colors)

3413Y SIZES: YS - YXL
At BELLA+CANVAS, we’re known for our luxe, super-soft and comfortable fabrications. Our signature sponge fleece is no different, it’s so soft that customers request it by name.
Bella+Canvas Kids

Fleece Collection

Sponge Fleece Pullover Hoodie

3719 Sizes: XS - 3XL

3719Y Sizes: YS - YL
BELLA+CANVAS Kids
FLEECE COLLECTION
SPONGE FLEECE FULL-ZIP HOODIE

3739 SIZES: XS - 3XL

3739Y SIZES: YS - YL
BELLACANVAS.Kids
FLEECE COLLECTION
SPONGE FLEECE RAGLAN SWEATSHIRT

3901 SIZES: XS - 2XL

3901Y SIZES: YS - YL
FLOWY COLLECTION

Made from our exceptionally soft poly-viscose blend this tank is great for women and girls.